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Welcome to Version 1.1 of my tabletop strategy game “Mobile Suit Gundam: Skirmish.” 
This game was developed after nearly a year’s worth of casually conceptualising, play testing, and of 
course, GUNPLA building! 
 
The rules have been heavily influenced by the simulation and combat aspects of ‘Warhammer 40,000’, 
‘Dungeons & Dragons’, and ‘Bolt Action’ tabletop games, but are a product of my own invention. In terms of 
aesthetics and balance, this game centres heavily on the ‘real robot’ aspect of Gundam, particularly the MS 
IGLOO and 08th MS team series. However, modification can easily be made to the game to be more ‘super 
robot’ such as the original series or ‘Dynasty Warriors: Gundam.’ Similarly, the rules can be expanded to 
add further detail for all you simulator types. 
 
Furthermore, while this game focuses on the Gravity Front within the U.C. One Year War period, I am 
confident that it could easily be adapted for space combat and other Gundam series, timelines, and mobile 
suits. Be imaginative and have fun! 
 
 
What you will need: 
 

• A ruler or tape measure in feet and inches. Try to have a way of measuring up to 50 inches! 
	  

• 1/144 scale Gundam Plastic Model Kits (GUNPLA), preferably High Grade or Real Grade. You should assemble enough 
models from the two factions listed (Earth Federation and Principality of Zeon) to have an enjoyable experience (See 
unit list for ideas). 
	  

• 1/144 scale terrain. I find N (occasionally O) scale model train accessories and/or 10-12mm models work fine for this 
purpose. Consider buildings, trees, water and mountains to begin! 
	  

• Explosion or ‘Blast’ templates. These are typically semi-transparent discs of 3” (small) and 5” (large) diameter. These 
come with a basic box set of ‘Warhammer 40,000’ or can be made easily yourself with a compass and some card. 
	  

• D6, D12, and D20 dice. This means dice with 6, 12 and 20 sides respectively. These are easily bought from gaming 
stores or online. 
	  

• A Scatter die (optional: See “Misc. section”). This is a special die covered with crosshairs and arrows typically used in 
‘Warhammer 40,000’, but one can easily be made using a six-sided die. Simply tape an image of a crosshair on two 
opposing sides, and cover the remainder with one randomly facing arrow each.  When using a scatter die in game, a 
crosshair means you ‘hit’ the target head on, and an arrow means that your shot typically misses the length indicated 
on your D6 in that direction, simple, huh? 
	  

• A large enough gaming space to be play on. This is typically a square 5’ by 5’, with a 10” wide deployment zone on 
opposing edges (This is illustrated on a further page). 
	  

• A print out of these rules and tables for reference. 
	  

• And lastly, someone to play with!	  

	  



Changes in this version of Mobile Suit Gundam: Skirmish 
 

 Scatter die have been made optional. Players may now use a combination of a D12 for clock-based directional 
points instead and a D6 to determine whether a ‘hit’ or ‘miss’ occurs. 
 
 Priority rolls are now made on a D20 in order to reduce the likelihood of ties and make resolutions less 
frustrating. 
 
 Miscellaneous changes made to unit ability names, etc. 
 
 Created a series of useful cut-out counters for tracking the conditions of the battlefield on individual units. 
 
 Unit “Range” modified for clarity and to prevent overlapping ranges. 
 
 A few minor tweaks to the strengths of some weapons. 
 
 Revised “Boosting Action” mechanics. If a unit chooses to “Move further distance” this is now automatically 
successful. The value of boosting has been decreased to compensate. Jump terrain been altered to make it easier. All 
units now share a universal check for this. 
 
 Created a replacement special rule for Sniper units in accordance to new rules. Sniper rifles are now more 
effective in poor weather conditions or at night. 
 
 Many high strength weapons have been made more deadly and inflict more point of integrity damage per hit. 
Integrity and destruction rules have been reworded for clarity regarding this. Check the Unit statistics document for a 
new symbol next to weapon strength indicating how many integrity points are subtracted optimally (For example: {3}). 
 
 Most heavier weapons such as bazookas and sniper rifles now share a universal rule called “Must reload” 
which is similar to the “Sniper” special rule from the previous version where, after firing, units must forgo their 
movement, boosting and/or shield checks for one turn in order to reload (See “Reloading after firing”).  



Playing the game: Gameplay proceeds in the order of sequence of play (See “Phases/Sequence of play”). After becoming 
familiar with the terms and tables in the sections below, consult this flow chart during your first few battles to ensure you 
understand the basics of combat! 
 
Note: The player that wins priority from the dice roll goes first in all phases. 
 

(Your Turn begins) 
 
1. To begin, select one of your own units (Go to 2). 

 
2. Has this unit been used this turn? (If yes, go to 3, if no, go to 4). 

 
3. Pick a different unit (Go to 1), if all your units have shot and moved, go to 14. 

 
4. It is now the moving and shooting phase. You can do them in any order you wish for each of your units (If you would like to 

move first, go to 5. If you would like to shoot first, go to 6.) 
 

5. Check your unit and the terrain you are moving on or into and apply movement penalties if necessary. Move up to the full 
possible distance allowed if you wish. At this point you may perform your unit’s boosting action this turn if you wish. (If you 
have not attempted to shoot yet this turn, go to 6. If you have shot this turn, select a new unit of yours and go to 1. If you have 
shot and moved with all of your units, go to 14.) 
 

6. You are attempting to shoot. First, pick an enemy unit to target and choose a ranged weapon to hit them with. Check to see if 
you can see them from your units eye level (If they are obstructed, go to 7. If they are unobstructed or in cover, go to 8. If you 
are indirectly attacking with a form of ballistic explosive, go to 9.) 
 

7. You cannot target this enemy, go back to 6. If you cannot target any enemies, select a new unit of yours and go to 1. If you 
have shot and moved with all of your units, go to 14. 
 

8. You attempt a shot. First, use a tape measure to check your range and apply a Weapon distance modifier if they are outside of 
your range class. Now, check their relative position to you and apply a flanking modifier if possible. Apply other Weapon 
Accuracy modifiers if needed, including allowing the enemy to perform a boosting action to attempt to reduce your accuracy. 
Now, roll a D20 and compare the result with your new weapon accuracy value (If you miss the enemy, go to 10. If you hit the 
enemy, go to 11.) 
 

9. You are attempting to use a ballistic explosive. Each class of these weapons has unique rules that determine how they operate 
in battle (See “Ballistic Explosives”). Only tanks, artillery, grenades and mortars are capable of attack an enemy indirectly, 
meaning “over cover/terrain”. Perform the attack by following the written rules (cross-reference with step 8 for more info). If 
you succeed in hitting the enemy, go to 11. If you miss, go to 10. 
 

10. You have missed the enemy. If your attack involves multiple shots, you may need to roll again. This may also be true 
dependant on your unit or character ability. If this is the case, go back to 8. (If you have not moved this unit this turn, go to 5. 
If you have moved this unit this turn, go to 1. If you have moved and shot with each of your units, go to 14. 
 

11. You have hit the enemy with a ranged shot! Firstly, if the enemy is in cover, apply a cover bonus. Now, if the enemy has a 
shield, ask them if they wish to perform their shield check with that unit for this turn. If they do, perform the check and 
modify their armour if necessary. Use the table to compare your weapon’s Weapon strength and compare it to the enemy 
armour. Roll a D12. (If you succeed in getting the required number, you have caused the enemy unit to lose integrity! Go to 13. 
If you failed to roll the required number, your attack did not penetrate the enemy armour. Go to 12.) 
 

12. Your attack has failed. If you have more shots with that weapon, go to 8. If you do not, select a new unit of yours to use and go 
to 1. If you have shot and moved with all of your units, go to 14. 
 

13. Reduce enemy integrity by 1 point for each successful roll you made against their armour. If the enemy has been reduced to 0 
integrity or less, look up the rules for “Destruction”. Their unit will be removed from play. If your unit has not moved this turn, 
go to 5. If you have, then it is time to move to select another unit (go to 1). If you have moved and shot with all your units this 
turn, it is now time for you opponent to have their moving and shooting phase (Go to 14). 
 

14. It is now your opponents moving and shooting phase, allow them to go to 1 and repeat the phase for each of his units. Once 
this is completed, it is time for the assault phase (go to 15.) 
 

15. The play with priority (this flowchart assumes it is you) also goes first during the assault phase. Check your units one by one 
to determine what their close range weapons are. Use a tape measure to check to see if any nearby enemy units are within the 
range of these close combat weapons. If they are, you may attempt to attack one (or more if that is your ability). Each attack 
with close range weapons follows the same steps as shooting for hitting the enemy and causing damage, with the major 
exception being that close range weapons cannot attack outside of their weapon range at all (typically beyond 6 inches). Also 
remember that enemies can still attempt boosting actions and shield checks in this phase, provided they haven’t done so with 
that unit already this turn. When you have calculated and resolved attacks with each of your possible units, go to 16. 
 

16. It is now time for your opponent’s assault phase. The rules are the same. Once your opponent has finished this phase, it is the 
end of the turn. Roll for priority and start a new turn over again, the priority winner beginning step 1. 



	  
Reading the Unit Sheet:  Each unit in the game has several statistics, listed under their name in the ‘unit sheet’ 
(See unit sheet document). Below are the definitions of these statistics and how they affect the game. 
 
Integrity: This determines resistance to internal damage. As dice rolls succeed against the enemy during attacks, 
you will reduce their integrity by one or more points. A unit with zero integrity or less is subject to “Destruction” and 
removed from play. 
 
Armour: This first number represents how much resistance the unit has to damage. A unit being attacked compares 
their armour value against enemy Weapon Strength using the table below. The resulting number indicates which 
number or higher must be rolled on a D12 in order to remove one point of integrity from the unit being attacked. The 
unit being attacked can reinforce their armour statistic through cover (See “Cover class”) and/or attempting a 
Shield Check using the information in parentheses under ‘Armour’ (See “About Shield Checks”). 
 
Movement: This number represents how far the unit can travel in inches during their movement phase. Movement 
can be reduced by a number of factors, in particular the type of terrain they are attempting to move through (See 
“Terrain Type” in particular.) 
 
Please note: Movement has more intricacies that are covered under the ‘advanced rules’ section. 

 
Boost: Each unit, once per turn has the ability to attempt to perform one boosting action (See “Boosting action”). 
The first number describes how far in inches a unit can move after performing a successful boosting action. The 
information in parentheses describes the dice value(s) needed to succeed in this boost action. 
 
Please note: Boost has more intricacies that are covered under the ‘advanced rules’ section. 

 
Weapon Accuracy: During a unit’s shooting and/or assault phases (See “Phases/Sequence of play”), a unit may 
choose one ranged weapon (Defined as short range or longer, see “Weapon Class”) within the shooting phase, and/or 
one close combat weapon (Defined as close range, see “Weapon Class”) during the assault phase. Weapons should be 
within an ideal weapon range, or a negative modifier is applied to Weapon Accuracy (See “Weapon Distance”). Be 
sure to check to see if you can attack the enemy by seeing if they can be targeted first! (See 
“Unobstructed/Obstructed”, etc.)  
 
Other factors help determine weapon accuracy during the shooting and assault phases, such as the relative position 
of the enemy mobile suit (See “Unit Position”). With all of these factors taken into position, and modifiers applied, 
the resulting weapon accuracy is checked against the table below and compared against the value of a D20 needed in 
order to successfully hit the enemy. If this dice roll succeeds, the weapon’s ‘Weapon Strength’ must then be 
compared against the attacked units ‘Armour’. 
 
Remember! Ballistic explosive class weapons have their own unique rules to consider when you attempt to shoot 
with them! (See “Ballistic Explosives”). 
 
Weapon Strength: This number tells you how relatively powerful this weapon is on a scale of 1-12, with 1 being the 
weakest and 12 being the strongest. Once a unit has successfully hit an enemy with their weapon, the unit must 
compare their ‘Weapon Strength’ against the enemy’s ‘Armour’ (See ‘armour’ above for more information on how to 
use this weapon strength to damage the enemy). Any weapon that hits with a Weapon Strength of 9 or 10 inflicts 2 
integrity damage to the enemy. Similarly, any Weapon Strength 11 or 12 inflicts 3 integrity damage. This is further 
indicated by a symbol containing this number in the statistics document ({2} for example). 
 
Range: This is how far, in inches, a weapon can be used to target an enemy. Each weapon has a class, typically with a 
predefined distance (for example, 6-17 inches) listed below. In cases where weapons have a different range than the 
average for their class, use that given distance instead. In cases where a single range is given (for example, 30 
inches) assume the range of the weapon covers all of that class (for the previous example, 20-30 inches). 
 
Extra Weapon: This section often has bonus weapons that provide beneficial effects at the cost of extra deployment 
cost. For example, a Gouf may opt to equip itself with the useful ‘Heat Rod’ in exchange for being 20 points more 
expensive to deploy. 
 
Special Rule: These rules are typically mandatory (exemptions, indicated by use of the word ‘may’) and largely 
detail circumstances where these units act as exceptions to the regular rules. For example, snipers must spend a 
turn setting up in order to shoot their weapon on the next turn. 

  



“Choosing how you want to play” 
 

There are many aspects to this game, not all of them necessary to enjoy it at a basic level! 
 
Some players may prefer to utilise the ‘simple game’ rule exemptions mentioned below as an introductory experience. 
These distinctions between simple and advanced could also be used as handicaps between more and less experienced 
players. 
 
In any case, it is recommended that you attempt to familiarise yourself with most of the rules of the game before deciding 
which style of game you prefer to play. Good luck! 
 

Simple Game Advanced Game 
• Units ignore ‘special rules’ and ‘extra weapons.’ 

 
 

• Indirect attacks do not require the use of spotting or 
scatter dice. 
 

• No weapon distance modifiers. 
 

• Unit position flanking modifiers do not apply. 
 

• Different terrain types do not affect unit movement, 
with the exception of impassable terrain, which 
cannot be crossed on this difficulty. 
 

• Boosting actions are not permitted. 
 

• Shield Checks are possible from any angle. 
 

• Ballistic explosive weapons incapable of indirect 
attacks act as regular ranged weapons at all times. 
 

• Ballistic explosives do not generate explosion 
templates. 
 

• No deep striking, aquatic or air units. 
 

• When a unit undergoes destruction, no checks, no 
dice rolling; they are simply removed from play. No 
pilot is placed at base. No pilot injury. 
 

• No destruction (partial). Units do not lose parts or 
become incapacitated in this fashion. 
 

• No advanced movement or sight rules. Units can 
move in any direction. All sight is done from unit eye 
level. 
 

• Deathmatch is the only game type. 
 

• No optional scenario rules. 
 

• No deployment costs. 
 

• No morale. 
 

• No weapons with ‘penetration’. 
 

• No civilians. 
 

• No character progression or advancement. 

• Special rules are followed and extra weapons are 
optionally equipped. 
 

• Indirect attacks require spotting and scatter dice. 
 
 

• Weapon distance modifiers apply. 
 

• Flanking modifiers apply. 
 

• All of the different terrain modifiers apply. 
 
 
 

• Boosting actions are possible. 
 

• Shield checks are only possible from frontal attacks. 
 

• Ballistic explosives follow their own special rules. 
 
 

• Explosion templates are used. 
 
 

• These units are permissible. 
 

• Destruction functions as intended. 
 
 
 

• Destruction (partial) functions as intended. 
 
 

• Movement and sight have special rules for added 
authenticity. 
 
 

• All game types are permissible. 
 

• Optional scenario rules can be decided. 
 

• Deployment costs strategically limit your choices. 
 

• Units make morale checks when taking damage. 
 

• Penetration is in effect with certain weapons. 
 

• Civilians are an optional hazard. 
 

• Characters may be included in games optionally. 
 

  



Weapon 
Accuracy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

D20 to 
hit 20 19+ 18+ 17+ 16+ 15+ 14+ 13+ 12+ 11+ 10+ 9+ 8+ 7+ 6+ 5+ 4+ 3+ 3+ 3+ 

 
 A R M O U R 

W 
E 
A 
P 
O 
N 
 

S 
T 
R 
E 
N 
T 
H 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

1 7+ 8+ 9+ 10+ 11+ 12 12 ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ 

2 6+ 7+ 8+ 9+ 10+ 11+ 12 12 ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ 

3 5+ 6+ 7+ 8+ 9+ 10+ 11+ 12 12 ✗ ✗ ✗ 

4 4+ 5+ 6+ 7+ 8+ 9+ 10+ 11+ 12 12 ✗ ✗ 

5 3+ 4+ 5+ 6+ 7+ 8+ 9+ 10+ 11+ 12 12 ✗ 

6 2+ 3+ 4+ 5+ 6+ 7+ 8+ 9+ 10+ 11+ 12 12 

7 2+ 2+ 3+ 4+ 5+ 6+ 7+ 8+ 9+ 10+ 11+ 12 

8 ✓ 2+ 2+ 3+ 4+ 5+ 6+ 7+ 8+ 9+ 10+ 11+ 

9{2} ✓ ✓ 2+ 2+ 3+ 4+ 5+ 6+ 7+ 8+ 9+ 10+ 
10{2} ✓ ✓ ✓ 2+ 2+ 3+ 4+ 5+ 6+ 7+ 8+ 9+ 

11{3} ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 2+ 2+ 3+ 4+ 5+ 6+ 7+ 8+ 

12{3} ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 2+ 2+ 3+ 4+ 5+ 6+ 7+ 
KEY: ✓= Automatic Success ✗ = Automatic Failure {#} = Number of integrity points damage dealt  

C L O S E S H O R T M E D I U M L O N G V E R Y    L O N G 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 

Note: Each Number represents inches ( “ ) 
 

WEAPON CLASS RANGE WEAPON TYPES (Example) 
Close 0 – 5” Beam Sabres, Claws, Fists, Heat Hawks, Heat Swords, Knives, Vulcans 
Short 6 – 17” Beam Spray Guns, Machine Pistols, Pistols 

Medium 18 – 29” Assault Rifles, Machine Guns 
Long 30 – 39” Beam Rifles, Rifles 

Very Long 40 – 50” Sniper Rifles, Beam Sniper Rifles 
Ballistic 

Explosive 18 – 40” Artillery, Bazookas, Hyper Bazookas, Missiles, Mortars, Tanks 

 
Weapon Distance Modifier  Cover Class Examples Modifier 

 1 or more classes TOO SHORT* - 5 Weap Acc Light Thin walls, foliage, scaffold +1 Armr 
Within class range  No change Medium Bunkers, sandbags, units +2 Armr 
1 or more classes TOO LONG# - 5 Weap Acc Heavy Fortified walls, hills, rock +3 Armr 

* Exception: “Ballistic Explosives” cannot fire within “Close” range. 
# Exception: “Close” range weapons cannot extend beyond 6”. 
 

“Unobstructed” 

 

You have a 
clear view of 
the enemy. 
 
Attack as 
normal. 

“Obstructed” Two thirds (66%) 
or more of the 
enemy cannot be 
seen. 
 
You cannot attack 
this enemy 
directly. 

 About “Shield Checks” 
 
Mobile Suits equipped with shields will 
have a value displayed next to their 
armour. For example: “D6 (6) (+1)” This 
indicates, in order, 1. Dice required to roll, 
2. Dice value needed to gain armour 
modifier, 3. The resulting modifier. 
 
• Shield checks can only be taken during 

the shooting or close combat phases, 
for a total of one per turn. 

 
• Shield checks only provide an armour 

modifier against opponents performing 
a “Frontal Attack.” 

“In cover” 

 

Up to half of 
the enemy 
cannot be 
seen. 
 
Enemy 
applies cover 
modifiers. 

“Indirect attack” You possess a 
Ballistic Explosive 
Weapon and/or 
knowledge of the 
enemy position but 
cannot see them 
directly. 
 
See: “Indirect fire” 



 
 

Unit Position Flanking 
Modifier 

 Ballistic 
Explosives 

Rules 

“Frontal Attack” 
 
 
 
 

No change 
in Weapon 
Accuracy. 

 
Shield 
Check 

possible. 

Grenades & 
Mortars 

 
Weap Acc: 
10 (Typ) 

 
Weap Str: 

7 (Typ) 

Grenades and Mortars can be fired over cover (or into provided 
there is no overhang or roof). Grenades and Mortars have a 
complete range of 8 to 20” (No more, no less). Always roll a 
scatter dice to determine a hit (After rolling for accuracy). If an 
arrow is shown, move the origin of a “small explosion template*” 
+D6 inches in the direction of the arrow from the intended 
destination.  
 
Grenades are usable once per unit, per game. 

“Side Flank” 
 
 

Aggressor’s 
Weapon 

Accuracy 
+2. 

 
No shield 

check. 

Bazookas 
{p} 

Bazookas can only fire with a direct line of sight. 
 
Bazookas cannot fire at a target less than 12” away. 
Direct fire can occur between 12 and 30” (No scatter dice.) 
If firing beyond 30”, -5 Weap Acc is applied and a Scatter Dice + 
D6 distance if the Weapon Accuracy check successful. 
 
Bazookas cause “penetration” under advanced rules 

“Rear Flank” 
 
 
 
 
 

Aggressor’s 
Weapon 

Accuracy 
+3. 

 
No shield 

check. 

Missiles/ 
Torpedoes 

{p} 

Missiles/torpedoes can only be fired with a direct line of sight. 
 
Missiles / torpedoes cannot fire at a target less than 12” away. 
Direct fire can occur between 12 and 30” (No scatter dice.) 
If firing beyond 30”, -5 Weap Acc is applied and a Scatter Dice + 
D6 distance if Weapon Accuracy check successful. 
 
Missiles/Torpedoes cause “penetration” under advanced rules 

“Elevated Position” 
 
 
 
 
 

Aggressor’s 
Weap Acc 
boosted +1 
from any 
position. 

 
Shield 

check (If 
frontal 
attack.) 

Tanks and 
Artillery 

Can choose to fire at an enemy within direct line of sight or fire 
over cover (or into provided there is no overhang or roof). 
 
Tanks and Artillery cannot fire at a target less than 12” away. 
 
Direct fire can occur between 12 and 30” (No scatter dice.) 
Indirect fire occurs between 18 and 40” (Scatter dice D6”.) 
With indirect fire, always roll a scatter dice to determine a hit 
(After passing a roll for accuracy). If an arrow is shown, move the 
origin of a “large explosion template**” +D6 inches in the 
direction of the arrow from the intended destination. 

*A circle 3” in diameter. **A circle 5” in diameter. Units enveloped by 50% or more of the template must roll against their armour 
the equivalent of the strength of the weapon being used. For example, a Weapon Strength 8 attack from artillery. 

IMPORTANT 
“Reloading after firing” 

Some heavier weapons, typically Bazookas, Sniper Rifles, etc., after firing must forgo their 
movement, boosting and/or shield checks for one turn immediately afterwards in order to reload. 

 
Boosting Action Dice Roll and Conditions  Terrain Type Movement modifier 
“Move further 

distance” 
 

Usable only once 
per unit, per turn. 

Must not have used another boosting action this turn. 
Can only be used during your MS movement phase.  

 
This unit now adds the value of their unit “boost” in 
inches to their movement value for this turn. This 

action is an automatic success. 

“Impassable” 
(Cliffs, canyons, 

ravines, deep 
water, 

mountains, etc.) 

Units may only cross this 
terrain type by utilising 
“Jump Terrain” boosting 
actions, being airlifted or 

other such actions. 

“Jump Terrain” 
 

Usable only once 
per unit, per turn. 

Must not have used another boosting action this turn. 
Can only be used during your MS movement phase.  

 
Roll a D6. A result of 4, 5, or 6 is successful. This results 

in moving over “cover” up to the length of the unit 
“boost”. This can be used to travel vertical surfaces 
provided a flat surface is ended on (such as a roof). 

“Difficult” 
 

(Trenches, 
woods, shallow 
water, gentle 

slopes or hills, 
etc.) 

May “Jump Terrain” or 
travel within. Movement 

speed is reduced by ½ 
within. 

“Evasive 
manoeuvre” 

 
Usable only once 

per unit, per turn. 

Must not have used another boosting action this turn. 
Can be used during an enemy attack once per turn.  

 
Perform a boost check by rolling a D6 and checking the 

value within parentheses under unit “boost”. If 
successful, reduce enemy Weapon Accuracy by 4 for the 

duration of the attack. 
 

“Dangerous” 
 

(Mine fields, 
collapsing 

buildings, tank 
traps, etc.) 

May “Jump Terrain” or 
travel within. 
Units ending a 

movement phase within 
this terrain take 1 
integrity damage. 

 
¼ movement speed 

within. 



Phase Sequence of play 
  

NEW TURN 
 

1. “Roll for 
priority” 

 

Both players roll a D20 at the start of each new 
turn until one has a higher number (closer to 20). 

This player goes first during each phase. 

2. “Moving and 
shooting” 

The player with priority individually moves and 
shoots with their units’ ranged weapons (Short +). 
Each unit can shoot and move only once per turn. 

Shooting and moving can be done in any order. 
The opposing player then undergoes this phase. 

3. “Assault” 
 

TURN ENDS 

The player with priority individually attacks with 
their units’ close range weapons (provided an 

enemy is within range). The opposing player then 
undergoes this phase. 

 
 

Additional Rules 
and Definitions Description 

Air units 

Air units have unique properties. Firstly, they are uninhibited by all terrain types when moving. Secondly, 
they cannot benefit from cover bonuses although their enemies can. Thirdly, air units can only perform the 
‘moving further distance’ and ‘evasive manoeuvre’ boosting actions in the direction they are facing and 
furthermore cannot ‘jump terrain’. Fourthly, air units (helicopters excepted) must perform a movement each 
turn. They cannot stop in mid air! Lastly, Air units cannot be attacked or targeted by close combat weapons 
and ballistic explosives, excepting missiles. 
 

Deep Strike 

Mobile suits equipped with a means of subterfuge or surprise attack, may elect to postpone deployment into 
the field of action until a point chosen by the player. 
Deep strikes may be launched in both allied and enemy territory. Once a spot has been chosen, the player may 
roll a D6. On a result of 6, the unit deploys at the chosen spot. Otherwise, a second D6 must be rolled to 
determine how far in inches (x2) that the unit has missed the target. A scatter dice should also be utilised to 
randomise the direction. On a result of 1, the unit fails to deploy, and must try again next turn. 

Destruction 

Once integrity has been reduced to 0 or less, the unit is in danger of a Minovsky generator/engine explosion. 
Under simple rules the unit may simply be removed from play.  However, if you are playing with extended, 
advanced rules, roll a D6 instead to see the effect on the pilot(s): 
 
1-4: The pilot(s) cannot eject in time and are subject to pilot injury. The unit is destroyed. 
 
5-6: The ejection system activates and the pilot(s) are placed at the base of the unit for EVAC. The unit 
however, must be taken out of play. 

Objectives 

Objectives tend to be a large set piece or terrain feature that is of interest from a military standpoint.  For 
example; mountains, bunkers, towns, rivers, etc. Each quarter of the field of play should have only one 
objective. 
 
Objectives are possessed by a player when their occupying ‘quarter’ on the table has no enemy units within it. 
Possession is relinquished as the enemy re-enters the quarter. At the end of the game, disputed quarters have 
possession determined by the side with the highest points value of units in the quarter. 
 

Pilot Injury 

An injured pilot may be a dead pilot. To determine survival, at the end of the game roll a D6: 
 
1-3: The pilot survives and can resume the next mission. 
4-6: The pilot is dead. 
 

Play 

A unit that is either destroyed or inoperable must be removed from the field of play. Units may choose to leave 
the field of play at any time provided that their side is in possession of an area quarter that that are 
attempting to exit from, or from their own deployment zone. 
 
A unit attempting to leave play (such as through pilot ejection) in a contested or enemy owned portion of the 
play area must remain there until the end of the match. If the area remains enemy controlled, the pilot(s) 
and/or unit are captured by the enemy. It is then their choice what to do with them. 

Sight What is able to be seen physically from the perspective (eye level) of a unit or MS. 
 

Victory Conditions 
For scenarios outside of ‘Deathmatch’, the winner of the game is typically determined by victory points, often 
awarded for the capturing of objectives. See the scenarios below for details. 
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Scenario 
Types 

*Note: For balance, each player should deploy armies with 
an equal (or near equal) deployment cost. However, 

handicaps are permissible. 

 Optional 
Scenario 
Conditions 

Description and Rules 

Deathmatch 
(Infinite 
turns)* 

A simple game type with no objectives, table quarters 
or victory conditions. In this scenario, the winner is 
the player who successfully captures or eliminates all 
enemy units. 

Poor 
Weather 

Atmospheric conditions (rain, 
sandstorm, jamming, etc.), 
result in a further -2 Weap 
Acc modifier during ranged 
(short +) attacks. 

Skirmish 
(Typically 7 

turns or 
less)* 

This is the default game type. The winner has the 
most victory points, and both players aim to control 
as much of the field as possible. Players begin holding 
no objectives. Each objective possessed at the end of 
the game earns 50 points for its owner. Players also 
earn 10 points for every unit or pilot captured or 
killed (multiple crew units only count as one pilot). 

Night 
Operations / 
Unfamiliar 

ground 

Poor vision at night and/or 
traversing uncharted 
territory results over relies 
on sensors. The movement of 
all units is reduced by 1/2 and 
is cumulative with other 
movement modifiers. 

Border 
Skirmish* 

A game type where the winner is the first player who 
moves the equivalent of 1/3 (33%) or more of their 
army in deployment costs into the enemy deployment 
zone, overrunning them. 

Attrition 
(10 turns) 

One player, the defender, begins with all objectives 
owned. This player may deploy their units wherever 
they wish within all table quarters, excluding the 
opposing deployment zone. The opposing player, the 
aggressor, begins with roughly 1/3 (33%) more units 
in deployment costs to compensate. The winning 
player controls half or more objectives at the end of 
10 turns. 

 
Optional Advanced 

Rules Description and Suggestions 

Advanced Movement 
and Sight 

If a unit, during their movement phase wishes to make an ‘about face’ (facing the completely 
opposite direction), subtract 4 inches from their maximum movement distance during that 
phase. If a unit wishes to make a ‘right angled turn’ (approx. 90 degrees to the left or right), 
subtract 2 inches from their maximum movement distance during that phase (See figure 1). 
These situations could occur if you wished to change your direction quickly, such as to face 
an incoming threat! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
	  
	  
It is also important to consider that any unit or mobile suit performing a boosting action 
must remain facing the same direction as they started (for example, a unit facing north 
initiates an evasive boost towards the south. The unit still faces the north after moving the 
boosted distance south). This represents the realistic use of the boosters on a mobile suit 
(See figure 2). 
 
Lastly, when checking the eye level ‘sight’ of a unit to determine if enemies are unobstructed, 
obstructed, in cover, etc., it is important to realise that units have a ‘cone’ of vision roughly 
90 degrees in width. This can help resolve issues where it is difficult to determine if an 
enemy unit is targetable (See figure 3). In figure 3, RGM-79GMs marked with an ‘X’ are not 
targetable by this Zaku II. This rule adds some strategy to unit facing decisions. 
 

Suggested Army Sizes 
 

250 points – For Border Skirmish and quick 
deathmatches. 
 
500 points – For Skirmish, regular deathmatches 
and medium length games (recommended). 
 
1000 points – For attrition games or epic 
confrontations. 
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Figure 1. 
 

Figure 2. Figure 3. 



Characters and 
Campaigns 

To make games more interesting, a series of pitched battles can be fought to mimic the series of 
events from the TV show. Additionally, one may like to create a war map of playing fields and 
move the soldiers from grid to grid in order to simulate large scale warfare. 
 
Named characters can be created as pilots for additional drama during battles. Said characters 
should begin at the lowest rank in their respective military hierarchy, and advance in rank as 
they win battles. This would allow them to gain access to new skills and mobile suits to give an 
advantage in battle. Using these characters in your army would cost additional deployment points 
and death from pilot injury would be permanent (for more info, see “Character progression”). 
 

Civilians 

The Antarctic Treaty has stressed the ethical treatment of civilians and Prisoners Of War. Damage 
to civilians and civilian constructs should be avoided at all costs and as such, cannot be directly 
targeted by any unit. Indirect attacks and explosions may damage civilian units, however the 
aggressor will be removed from play, presumed dishonourably discharged. 
 

Cover Penetration 

A weapon possessing this quality (indicated by {p}) ignores armour modifiers provided by shield 
checks and cover (excluding heavy cover) when attacking an enemy unit. Typical penetrating 
weapons are Bazookas, Missiles and Torpedoes, and Sniper Rifles. Please note that a penetrating 
weapon does not mean you can initiate an attack through obstructed cover! You need a direct line 
of sight to attack the enemy. 
 

Destruction (partial) 

To create a more exciting and realistic atmosphere, Mobile Suits (excluding other units) can be 
subject to a number of penalties that result in limited functionality or mobility. Once a Mobile Suit 
loses a point (or more) of integrity from a single attack, a D6 is rolled to determine further 
damage. If the result is equal to, or higher than the unit’s base integrity (For example, this would 
be 4 on a Zaku II), roll a D6 again: 
 
1-2 results in “Leg damage”: All terrain on playing field (excepting impassable and dangerous) is 
treated as difficult terrain for this unit (1/2 movement distance). 
3-4 results in “Arm damage”: Lose the functionality in the arm closest to the site of impact or 
angle of attack (resulting in an inability to use that shield or equipped weapon/tools). 
5 results in “Torso damage”: Make an immediate roll for pilot injury. 
6 results in “Head damage”: Loss of head mounted weapons and -2 Weapon Accuracy (stacks with 
other modifiers) for every attack. 
 
Penalties are permanent for the remainder of the game. Head and leg damage cannot be gained 
twice, so reroll until a different result is achieved. This same rule also applies to arm damage after 
2 penalties (you only have two arms!) 
 
NOTE: If a unit is equipped with a shield it can opt to sacrifice the shield in place of any 
immobilising damage sustained after the first D6 roll has passed. This can only be done once per 
shield. That unit will no longer be able to perform shield checks with that shield. 
	  

Morale 

This optional rule aims to simulate the effects of stress and fatigue on the battlefield. When a unit 
takes a point of integrity damage, perform a ‘morale check’. Use the following formula to perform 
the check: (6 – 1 x [unit’s accumulated integrity damage]).  
 
If the resulting roll of a D6 is greater than or equal to the number provided by the formula, the 
unit is now has “broken” morale.  
 
When a unit has ‘broken’ morale, at the beginning of each turn, roll a D6. If the result is less than 
4, this check fails; move this unit their maximum possible distance towards their deployment 
zone. This unit cannot attack enemy units and when targeted by enemies, always act as if they 
have their rear flank exposed (See “Unit Position”). If the roll is passed, morale is ‘restored’ and 
the unit may act as normal until the point they fail another morale check. 
 

Spotters & Indirect 
attacks 

Some units are capable of indirect fire against their enemies. Under simple rules, these units may 
attack the enemy without the knowledge of their current position. Under advanced rules, 
however, a unit wishing to perform these attacks must have knowledge of the enemy’s location. 
This can be gained in several ways: 
 
1. The unit commencing the attack has seen the targeted unit within this turn and/or the previous 
turn. This represents a skilled attacker making an estimate of where they might be. 
 
2. A friendly unit currently has sight of the targeted unit. This represents the friendly unit 
relaying orders and telemetry to the attacker as a “spotter”. 
 
3. The unit commencing the attack has partial sight of the targeted unit through many means, 
such as partial obstruction, or perhaps even viewing the enemy through glass or a similar 
transparent surface. 



Character Progression 
 
It is possible to create characters to pilot your mobile suits. This can be beneficial as they can gain access to combat 
enhancing abilities. 
 
Characters begin the game as part of an organisation at rank 10, the lowest. Zeon characters may opt to join either the 
“Earth Attack Force” or the “Space Attack Force.” Similarly, Earth Federation characters may join either the “Ground 
Forces” or the “Space Forces.” 
 
As a character gains ‘valour’ for winning battles, they advance in rank until they eventually reach rank 1. For every 2 
ranks, the character is rewarded ‘Ability Points’ to spend purchasing ‘Character Abilities’ to aid them and their allies in 
battle. However, the cost for deploying this character also goes up, so be mindful! 
 
Below are a suggested template for creating your character(s), and a filled in example: 
 
Name: ____________________________________ Organisation: __________________________________________ 
 
Rank: ____________________________________ Unit: __________________________________________________ 
 
Total Valour Ability Points Remaining Abilities 

   

 
For example: 
 
Name: Amuro Ray     Organisation: Earth Federation Space Forces    
 
Rank: Chief Petty Officer    Unit: RX-78-2 Gundam      
 
Total Valour Ability Points Remaining Abilities 

55 5 Fighting Spirit 

 
“Rank Advancement” 

Earth Federation Space 
Forces 

Earth Federation 
Ground Forces 

Zeon Space Attack 
Force 

Zeon Earth Attack 
Force 

Needed 
Valour 

1. Lieutenant Commander 1. Captain 1. Commander 1. Major 300 

2. Lieutenant 2. 1st Lieutenant 2. Lieutenant 
Commander 2. Captain 250 

3. Lieutenant Junior Grade 3. 2nd Lieutenant 3. Lieutenant 3. Lieutenant 200 

4. Ensign 4. Warrant Officer 4. Lieutenant Junior 
Grade 4. Second Lieutenant 150 

5. Warrant Officer 5. Sergeant Major 5. Ensign 5. Sergeant Major 100 

6. Master Chief Petty Officer 6. Sergeant 6. Master Chief Petty 
Officer 6. Sergeant 60 

7. Chief Petty Officer. 7. Corporal 7. Chief Petty Officer. 7. Corporal 40 
8. Petty Officer 1st Class 8. Superior Private 8. Petty Officer 1st Class 8. Superior Private 20 
9. Petty Officer 2nd Class 9. Private 1st Class 9. Petty Officer 2nd Class. 9. Private 1st Class 10 

10. Petty Officer 3rd Class. 10. Private 2nd Class 10. Petty Officer 3rd 
Class. 10. Private 0 

 



“Character Abilities” 

Ability Effect Ability Point 
Cost 

Unrelenting Barrage 

When firing with the following classes of weapon (Beam Spray Guns, Machine 
Pistols, Pistols, Machine Guns, Rifles, Assault Rifles) you may roll an extra die. For 
example, your Zaku II uses Sieg Zeon! You fire twice with that ability, plus one 
extra die roll from this ability, giving you three dice rolls. 

10 

Piercing Shot 

When using a penetrating weapon, you can now ignore the cover bonus provided 
by heavy cover in addition to lower levels of cover. 
 
When using a non-penetrating weapon, reduce enemy armour modifiers by 1 at all 
times. 

10 

Leadership All Friendly units within 20” of this unit have their ‘broken’ morale check reduced 
to 2, making it easier for them to recover and fight again. 5 

Parry 

When about to take integrity damage from a close combat weapon (guns 
exempted), this unit can force the enemy to reroll that die once per turn. For 
example, a Zaku II causes damage using a Heat Hawk. This forces them to roll that 
die again to alter that outcome. 

5 

Fighting Spirit 
This unit gains +2 to all ‘Morale Checks’; effectively making guaranteed passes of 
the first 2 checks, and making it more difficult for the enemy to break them 
subsequently. 

5 

Piloting Sense Flanking modifiers in effect against this unit are reduced by 1. For example, an 
enemy attacking you from the side gains only +1 Weapon Accuracy, not +2. 5 

Good Eye You gain a permanent +2 to accuracy. For example, when firing a weapon 1 or 
more classes too short, you now only have -3 accuracy instead of -5. 10 

Worthy Adversary If you are targeting an enemy character that is ranked higher than you, you gain 
+1 weapon strength with all weapons. 5 

Ambush Specialist Your unit when ‘Deep Striking’ no longer has to pass the check in order to deploy 
wherever they wish on the battlefield. 5 

Fortuitous When performing a roll for pilot injury, this character now only dies on the roll of a 
6. 5 

Berserker 

This unit now gains a permanent +2 Weapon Strength to all close range weapons, 
and +1 to all other ranged weapons, but now must target the enemy unit closest to 
them at all times during assault and shooting phases, and during movement 
phases, move towards them. No exceptions. This unit also no longer has to 
perform ‘Morale Checks’. 

10 

Stoic This ability successfully negates the first point of integrity lost by this unit. 5 
Master Sniper When using a sniper rifle or beam sniper rifle you now ignore the special rule 

“sniper.” 10 

Newtype 
You have awakened to your hidden abilities as a Newtype. Enemy units can no 
longer gain a flanking modifier against you, and you gain an additional permanent 
+2 to accuracy. 

20 

 
“Rank Rewards and Deployment Costs”   

Rank Ability Points Received Increase to Deployment Cost 
9 5 10 
7 5 20 
5 10 40 
3 10 60 
1 20 80 

“Earning Valour” 
Battlefield Condition Description Valour 

Earned 

Participated in a battle. Character was either present in deployment zone at the start of battle, or 
performed a deep strike into play. 5 

Helped capture an objective. Character was in a table quarter while it became possessed by friendlies. 5 

Won a battle. Character was still in play at the end of the game. 10 
Defeated an enemy unit. Character reduced any unit to 0 integrity or less. 2 
Took a prisoner. Character touched an enemy pilot who ejected from their unit and removed 

them from play. 2 

Survived a brush with death. Character survived a pilot injury check. 5 

Defeated an enemy ace. Character reduced an enemy unit to 0 integrity or less, who was piloted by an 
enemy character of higher rank than this character. 10 

 



“Misc” 
 
Scatter dice replacement: 
 
To replace a scatter die you may consider rolling a combination of a D6 and D12 to achieve the same results. To 
elaborate: 
 
First roll a D6. 5/6 indicates a ‘hit’, while 1-4 indicates a ‘miss’. This is the same odds as a regular scatter die. If you 
missed, roll another D6 as normal to determine the distance of the miss. 
 
Now, to determine direction in the event of a miss, roll a D12. Think of the numbers on a clock: The resulting die roll 
determines the direction from the intended point of impact. See the diagram below: 
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For example, a D12 resulting in 9 would indicate 
the direction of the extra distance to be directly 
left, or west. 
 
A D12 resulting in 2 would indicate the new 
point of impact would move northeast, etc. 

Intended point of impact. 
 
 

Numbers representing D12 result and 
relative direction. 



“Templates for useful counters” 
 
Below are cut out counters you may find useful for playing this game: 
 
 


